


• Hey, everybody! I’m Tom Francione, you probably recognize 
me from Tom’sToolbox, the series Oprah called, “absolutely 
riveting!”

• I’m also General Manager of EZ Street, the asphalt behind the 
series. For the past 18 years I’ve been rolling up my sleeves in 
the field—worldwide—with our producers, sales reps, and 
customers. My job is to serve, cultivate relationships, and 
maybe sell some asphalt along the way.

• I’m thrilled to be in the beautiful state of Colorado for a live 
presentation of a very special Tom’s Toolbox, “Re-Think Your 
Asphalt Budget”.



• EZ Street markets an advanced 
polymer modified cold asphalt 
repair technology.

• Licensing 
agreements with producers.

• EZ Street asphalt is used 
for permanent patching of 
potholes, utility cuts, edge 
repairs and small overlays.

The EZ Street Company 
was founded by Dag 
and Lars Seagren
in 1995.

• EZ Street asphalt is used by:

• Government agencies (Counties, 
Cities State Highway departments)
• Schools
• Small Businesses
• DYI'er



EZ Street is a genuinely revolutionary concept, embracing the old and bringing 
out the new through education, chemistry, aggressive selling and marketing, and 

the sharing of a vision for the terminal value of its works.

Since its inception, the goal of The EZ Street Company has been to create a 
branded innovation that would become the platform for alternative technology in the 

hot asphalt paving industry and the packaged building materials industry.

Creating cache and intangible value in an industry comprised of 
commodity driven tactics, low margin, and fragmented ownership has been 

the company’s obsession for the last 27 years.





The EZ Street tagline is,
“Showing potholes Who’s Boss,” styled as:

The tagline is effective because the pothole is the point of 
entry for the prospect. Everybody hates potholes, and EZ 
Street asphalt solves them.



“Always workable, Always stays in the 
hole, Always saves money.”

Costs about half of traditional methods
Guaranteed permanent
• “A budget conscience product”







• Conventional “Cold Patch”
• Temporary Patch

• Hot mix “Cold Lay”
• Advanced Cold Asphalt (ACA)

• EZ Street Asphalt

• Emulsion
• Water Activated



• Conventional “Cutback”
• Cold Mix Components
• Aggregate (rocks., i.e. limestone)
• Sand
• Asphalt Cement (Bitumen)
• Biodiesel Fuel 
• EZ Street Asphalt (not cold)



How EZ Street is produced – 2 stage process

• Pre coat (like Making HMA)
• Blending
• Viscosity
• Final coat
• Happy campers





• No primer needed
• Can be stockpiled (stockpiling prevents 

waste)
• Designed to work in water
• Workable at all temperatures
• Labor-efficient

Potholes Utility Cuts Works In Water

• Easy to work with
• Compacts like hot mix
• New category means new users
• Customers who will pay a premium 

for convenience





High Performance Asphalt saves time and Money 
because work crews don't have to return to replace 
a temporary patch.

Costs represented here are an example only and 
may not represent your own structure.







• Public Works Departments
• Water & Sewer Departments
• Street/Highway Departments
• DOT County/State Level

“The Public Sector Consumer”



Water seeps through 
cracks in pavement, 
collects below and 
softens the road's base.

This water later freezes, 
expands and forces the 
pavement up. Traffic 
then further stresses the 
asphalt.

The sun dries up the 
water, leaving a hole 
under the pavement.

With no base, the 
pavement is weakened 
and collapses under the 
weight of traffic.

Fill the newly formed pothole with EZ Street, sweep the 
debris away, fill with EZ Street, compact it, and the 
pothole is filled and ready for traffic instantly. Like magic.







The Design
• Approved raw material that 

is carefully selected
• Married with liquid portion 

of mix
• Climate and conditions

The Elements
•Over time the mixes' exposure to the 
elements (sun, air) will help "cure" the mix to 
its fullest potential, leaving you with a 
permanent repair. How long will it last? That 
depends- the more compaction, and the 
longer the repair is exposed to the elements, 
the better the repair becomes. As a rule of 
thumb, all EZ Street patches are ready for 
traffic immediately after installation.

Compaction
• Once EZ Street leaves its bulk or bag 
form and is applied in its intended 
application, its subject to compaction
• Initial compaction ( mechanical or non-
mechanical)
• Secondary compaction (car or truck 
tire)"design" meets the road.
• Repeated compaction results 

in continued tightening of mix- where 
the particles properly interlock, 
resulting in permanent mix.



Loose bulk:

• Sold per TON (1Ton=2000 lbs)

• It lasts up to 6 months (stockpile life of 6 months)

• Truckload/tandem load 14 ton – 21 ton 

• Triaxle load ~ 32 ton

• No waiting at the plant for hot mix and no wasted material.

• EZ Street Asphalt will form a “crust” on the outer layer of the 
stockpile; this layer can be thought of as a protective layer. This 
is a built-in mechanism. This crust can just be mixed in to 
rejuvenate the material and make it workable.

• EZ Street is stockpiled in a cone shape

Bulk Sacks:
• Just 1 ton packaged in a bulk sack and shipped on a 

4 x 4 pallet
• Shelf-life of 6 months

Packaged:
50Lb Bags



SWEEP FILL COMPACT



• Municipalities and Contractors love our 
product

• A comprehensive and easy-to-understand 
Cold Asphalt system

• Easy to store and transport
• The cleanest Cold Asphalt
• NO WAITING!
• GUARANTEED PERMANENT!



• Designed to outlast the surrounding 
concrete and asphalt

• Until the road needs to be repaved



• High performance cold asphalt can be used to 
patch ANY pothole.

• Clean debris from the pothole with a broom or 
compressed air.

• If the pothole is full of water, high performance 
cold asphalt CAN be placed without removing 
the water.

• Place the material in the pothole and compact
with a shovel, hand tamp, or vehicle will suffice.

• This material should be left higher than the 
surrounding hard surface to accommodate for a 
secondary compaction from traffic flow.



• As with any material, optimum placement 
of a well compacted, solid, unyielding base 
is imperative under the high-performance 
asphalt in order to avoid trench failure that 
can result from settling, rutting, or 
shoving.

• EZ Street cold asphalt can be expected to 
consolidate up to 40% before maximum 
density is achieved. Install in 2” lifts.





•Polymer – Modified
•Guaranteed Permanent

High Performance Asphalt | Why Is It Better?



• Performance
• Time
• Bulk and Bags
• Logistics
• Next Generation Technology

106° Blythe, CA

Denver, CO



• Performance
• Time

• No time waiting at plants
• Stockpile in yard
• Less equipment

• Bulk and Bags
• Logistics
• Next Generation Technology
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• Performance
• Time
• Bulk and Bags
• Logistics
• Next Generation 

Technology
• Full depth paving, large scale 

applications
• The Sky’s the Limit!



• Has the capability of performing in a wide 
variety of applications

• Product can be designed in a similar fashion to 
a hot mix

• Product can be tested like a hot mix
• Product technology allows for “hot mix” type 

performance
• Provides a comprehensive “system” for a 

customer to choose from



• Basic Potholes
• Utility Cuts
• Small Overlays
• Large Overlays
• Edge Repairs



106°







• Basic Potholes
• Large Cracks
• Utility Cuts
• Small Overlays
• Large Overlays
• Edge Repairs
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• Concrete Patching
• Bridges
• Parking Lots
• Seam Repairs
• Runways
• Walkways & Trip Hazards
• Railway Level Crossings
• Sports
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• Concrete Patching
• Bridges
• Parking Lots
• Seam Repairs
• Airports / Runways
• Walkways & Trip Hazards
• Railway Level Crossings
• Sports



• Alaska DOT completed the job
• It was done at the Sitka airport on the 

runway
• 737 aircrafts land on this runway
• The size of the repair was 20' X 30'
• They heated up an area that was low and 

blended in more high-performance asphalt 
to bring it up to an optimal height.



• Concrete Patching
• Bridges
• Parking Lots
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• Manhole/Valve/Drain Surrounds
• Concrete Patching
• Bridges
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• Railway Level Crossings
• Sports
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• Micro trenching
• Patch Truck
• Rolled



• Micro trenching
• Patch Truck
• Rolled

Warming of the high-performance asphalt 
material prior to application via a “hot box”, 
heated dump bed, or patching truck is quite 
acceptable; although, it is imperative that 
the material temperature does not exceed 
125 F.



• Micro trenching
• Patch Truck
• Rolled







• Repair

• Technical Specs: 100 ft. x 36 ft.
Material: 70 tons of EZ Street Cold 
Asphalt

Miami, Florida (1998) —
High Performance 

Asphalt Utility Cut



• In August of 2011, members of the EZ Street team, in conjunction with an 
AASHTO approved testing laboratory, CTI, Inc., began extensive core 
testing of the 14 year old pavement sections.

Cores were obtained in all three lanes, separated into top lifts and bottom 
lifts, heated, compacted and evaluated for stability and flow. Upon visible 
inspection, the cores were remarkably intact given the 14 years after 
installation.

Marshall and Flow 
Properties of Cores

14 Years Later



Below is a picture of the pavement section as of October 24, 2012. 
The section intersects what would have been a standard hot mix 
surface course design.

2020



• LOYAL CUSTOMER DEMONSTRATES ASPHALT REPAIR COST SAVINGS AN AVERAGE OF 72% 
ACCORDING TO HIS ASPHALT REPAIR STUDY

• A recent university study by James Bearden, shows a cost savings of 72% when using EZ Street cold 
asphalt compared to hot mix asphalt repair. By comparing the cost of time and materials for each product 
he was able to calculate the percentage of cost savings. His final recommendation for Columbia's 
Wastewater Department was to change the current, two-step paving process, to the one-step paving 
process using EZ Street asphalt repair.



High performance cold asphalt will perform best and achieve 
maximum longevity if the following installation procedures are 
followed

• Excavate entire failed pavement surface and unstable base material 
(including any “alligator” cracked areas).

• Clean foreign debris from the area to be patched utilizing a broom or 
compressed air.

• Compact sub-grade thoroughly to achieve a firm foundation. The 
preferred mode of base compaction would be a vibratory compactor 
plate or steel wheel roller; for small potholes, a hand tamp is acceptable.

• Apply high performance material in maximum two-inch (2”) lifts.

• Compact high-performance asphalt after each lift utilizing vibratory 
compactor plate or steel wheel roller.

• Final EZ Street asphalt lift should be placed approximately ¾-1” higher 
than the desired finished surface level prior to compaction allowing for 
optimal compaction and secondary compaction as a result of traffic flow.





“We don't want to be the cheapest, 
we want to be the best.”
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